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Auckland Council have undertaken remediation works at Howick Beach to restore
and enhance the reserve area. Some of these works involved upgrading and repairing the stone sea wall, which is recorded as site R11/2148 in the New Zealand
Archaeological Association (NZAA) Site Recording Scheme (SRS). The sea wall
was partially removed and then extended in height to prevent further erosion at
the beachfront and to protect the grass embankment and heritage pohutukawa
behind it. An archaeological assessment of the project was undertaken by CFG
Heritage in 2014 (Campbell 2105). No definite construction date could be determined for the parts of the wall that were being remediated but, while not as old
as the wharf (built in 1887), potentially they date to the 19th century. The works
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1. Location of the
Howick sea wall
(R11/2148) showing
other archaeological
sites recorded in the
vicinity.

R11/309
R11/2339
R11/325 Paparoa Pa

R11/2338 Granger’s depot
R11/2148 wharf, steps and sea wall
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were carried out under archaeological authority 2015/1185 which was granted by
Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga (HNZPT) on 9 June 2015. The works were
carried out from 6–14 July 2015 by ICB Construction and monitored by Danielle
Trilford of CFG Heritage Ltd. A final site inspection of the completed works was
undertaken on 6 August 2015.
Background
Recorded archaeological sites

2. Howick Beach about
1915, showing the
wharf and section of
sea wall adjacent to it
(La Roche 1991: 154).

R11/2148 is recorded as a wharf, steps and sea wall. The wharf was built in 1887
(Beavis et al. 1975: 12) and early photos show short sections of sea wall to either
side of the wharf but not to the extent currently in place (Figure 2). The pre-1900
sections of the sea wall are recorded as the archaeological site and it is also scheduled in the Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan (PAUP) as a Category A* Historic
Heritage Place (ID 1366, known heritage values: A, Historical; D, Knowledge). The
PAUP maps (acmaps.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/unitaryplan/) shows the extent of
place for the site extending along the whole of Howick Beach (Figure 3). The only
other historic period site in the vicinity is R11/2338, Granger’s brick and tile depot.
This site was largely recorded from historic records although some evidence in the
form of a stone wall survives (Cable 2005). John Granger had two brickworks in
Whitford between the late 1870s and late 1920s. Granger’s brickworks were reliant
on water transport and were unable to compete with brickworks in West Auckland
as road transport became more reliable (Campbell and Harris 2011). Howick Beach
was one of his depots for transport to Auckland. Two World War II gun emplacements at either end of the Howick Beach (110R Beach Road and 25 Rangitoto View
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Road) are scheduled as Category A Historic Heritage Places in the PAUP (ID 1365,
CHI 13695 and 13695, known heritage values: A, Historical; H, Context). These are
not recorded in the SRS.
Several pre-European Maori sites are also recorded in the vicinity in the SRS,
mostly middens but including Paparoa Pa, R11/325 (Figure 1).
Historic background
In 1836 Howick was purchased by Rev William Fairburn of the Church Missionary
Society, as part of a much larger purchase of around 84,000 acres (34,500 ha).
This purchase was instigated by Henry Williams as part of peace-making efforts
between Ngati Paoa and Waikato. At the time the area of the purchase was deserted
due to the conflict – Williams thought it deserted because it was being fought over
and so proposed the purchase so that the CMS could hold it in trust as a buffer.
The Deed of Purchase was signed by 32 chiefs of Ngati Paoa and Waikato, though
Te Akitai, Ngai Tai, Ngati Whatua and other Hauraki tribes also had legitimate
claims to parts of the Fairburn Purchase, a fact recognised by later payments made
by Fairburn. The Fairburn Purchase was disallowed by the Crown Commissioners
in 1841, although Governor Fitzroy, believing this purchase to be a ‘special case’
allowed Fairburn a grant of 5500 acres (2226 ha), reduced by Governor Grey in 1847
to 2560 acres (1036 ha), but Howick/Pakuranga was not part of this settlement.
(Stone 2001: 161–169; La Roche 1991: 36). In 1847 Howick was formed as a Fencible
settlement, one of four strung out to the south of Auckland to protect the growing
town, which was at that time New Zealand’s capital (the other Fencible settlements
were Onehunga, Otahuhu, Panmure). Retired servicemen were enrolled in the
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3. PAUP planning map
showing extent of
place for the Howick
Wharf and seawall as
well as sites of value to
mana whenua.
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Royal New Zealand Fencibles and offered free passage to New Zealand, a cottage
and 1 acre of land to be freeholded after 7 years’ service. A redoubt was built nearby
(Beavis et al. 1975; La Roche 1991; Cruickshank 2014). Howick remained a rural
town with limited access to Auckland and, following the Waikato Campaign of
1863–64, many settlers left the town. The population slowly rose in the early 20th
century until Howick became engulfed by the expansion of the city of Auckland.
Methodology
The purpose of the upgrade works at Howick Beach was to increase the height of
the sea wall to prevent erosion. Removal of the sea wall began 6 July and continued
until 14 July 2015, with 200–600 mm off the top of the wall removed to allow the
new wall to bind sufficiently, and the wall then built up again to 400–600 mm over
its original height. The removal of the original wall was undertaken using a pneumatic hammer attachment on 1.8 tonne hydraulic excavator, then hand removal of
the rubble and stone.
Works were monitored by the archaeologist – health and softy considerations
prevented close monitoring of the wall deconstruction but the archaeologist was
able to examine the wall matrix at various stages of the work. This matrix was
recorded and photographed at all stages of the work. The profile exposed behind
the wall was recorded, photographed and drawn. Artefacts were sampled where
they were found – these were historic period artefacts only and no pre-European
Maori artefacts or intact midden were found.
Results
The project was undertaken in two parts: firstly the part of the wall to the east of
the slipway (“the eastern wall”) was removed and rebuilt, followed by the wall to
the west of the slipway (“the western wall”) (Figure 4).
The eastern wall
Removal of the wall began at the western tip and progressed eastward. The western
end of the wall removed material to a depth of 610 mm while the eastern end of
the wall was only removed to a total depth of no more than 200 mm. The eastern
tip of the wall was excavated to a shallower depth than the western tip of the wall.
(Figure 5).
Layer 1

Layer 2
Layer 3
Layer 4

Dense, wet, dark grey clay fill, mottled with flecks of yellow and white 		
clay and shell. Some brick inclusions. The interface between Layer 		
1 and Layer 2 is very vague and often mixed. 200–600 mm deep below
ground surface, but not present between the 5 and 6.6 m marks.
Very dense, wet, marbled grey clay fill with white / pale beige clay. 		
Does not contain as much shell as Layer 1. Contains historic European
artefacts (see analysis section). 200–900 mm deep.
Dark grey, coarse sand with occasional fine shell and brick inclusions. 		
50–150 mm deep.
Loosely consolidated, yellow sand with redder sand flecks. Many tree 		
roots run through this layer. Flecks of fine shell and brick similar to 		
Layer 3. Continued below base of excavation.

Table 1. Layers behind the eastern wall.
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Type A Wall - 1200mm high at 2.5:1 slope.
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Type B Wall - 1400mm high at < 1:1 slope.

Type C Wall - 1400mm high at 1:1 slope.

Figure 4. Site plan showing the eastern and western walls of the project.
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The wall consisted of large, unshaped scoria blocks mortared together. The
mortar showed no clear banding or distinct separation although there were patches
of shell and brick inclusions. The matrix was a medium toned grey with a lot of
finely fragmented beach shell inclusions. The wall removal reached a depth of 610
mm at the western tip while the eastern tip only reached a depth of 200 mm. The
mortar to the wall had many voids and pockets of clear space.
Once the removal of the wall boulders and mortar was complete along the
length of the wall, the profile behind the stone wall was exposed. There were four
main layers, which are summarised in Table 1 (Figures 6 and 7).
The western wall
The removal of the wall began at the eastern tip and progressed westward, the
maximum depth of the wall removal was 290 mm from the ground surface. There
was no evidence of archaeological material in the removed section of the wall.
The stone wall consisted of large, unshaped scoria blocks mortared together.
The mortar showed no clear banding or distinct separation, although there were
patches of shell and brick inclusions, as well as plastic, polystyrene, and fragments
mid-20th century glass. As with the eastern wall, the mortar was medium toned

5. The eastern wall following deconstruction, facing east.

6. Profile of the eastern wall at 1.3 m from the western
end, showing the darker sand stained Layer 1, the mottled mixed clay of Layer 2, the dark grey coarse sandy
Layer 3, and the yellow red-flecked clay of Layer 4.
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Cattle (?) rib

grey with a lot of finely fragmented beach shell
inclusions which has had many voids.
Behind the wall a profile was exposed with
three main layers (Figure 9). These are summarised in Table 2.

L2

L1

L1
L2
L3
L4

Finds

7. Typical stratigraphic profile of
deposits behind the eastern wall
showing the four main layers, first
13 m from the western end of the
profile only.

At 5.6 m from the east end of the eastern wall
in, Layer 2, a body fragment of a ceramic bottle
was unearthed. The underglaze printed label
of the bottle reads “[GR]EY AND [M]ENZIES
LTD. // “[N]EW ZEALAND // FERMENTED
GINGER BEER” with an embossed maker’s
mark that, although difficult to read, is for
“[PE]ARSON & Co. // [W]HITTINGTON
MOOR // 12” (Figure 11).
Grey and Menzies Ltd was formed in
1902 in Auckland. The company operated as
a series of bottling plants through Auckland
and Waikato, and was the amalgamation
of two companies, John Grey and Son from
Auckland and Robert Menzies from Thames.
Layer 2 appears to be undisturbed and, on the
basis of the bottle found within it, dates no
earlier than 1902.
Pearson and Co. were a firm of potters
making stoneware at Whittington Moor,
Chesterfield in Derbyshire in the English
Midlands. The firm began operating prior
to 1810, which is when the Pearson family
bought it, and ocontinued until at least the
mid-20th century (http://www.gracesguide.
co.uk/Pearson_and_Co).

8. The completed
eastern wall extension,
facing east.
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Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3

Brown sandy topsoil with occasional pieces of plastic and beach shell. 		
Generally 80–100 mm deep below ground surface.
Dense beach shell with coarse sand in the matrix with an irregular 		
base. No charcoal or burnt shell. 50–220 mm deep.
Yellow dense clay with occasional flecks of white and red clay. 			
Continued below base of excavation.

Table 2. Layers behind the western wall.

9. Stratigraphic profile
behind the western
wall at 10.2 m, showing the brown sandy
topsoil of Layer 1, the
dense beach worn shell
sand mix of Layer 2,
and the yellow dense
clay of layer.

10. The completed
western wall extension,
facing east.
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A fragment of mammal rib was
unearthed 3.9 m from the eastern
end of the wall. While the fragment
has no diagnostic morphological
features to confirm species, the size
indicates that it is cattle.
Discussion
Construction and repair

0

50
mm

11. Grey and Menzies stoneware bottle
fragment.

Modern material found within
the matrix of the western wall indicates that there have been several
phases of repair to keep the wall
intact. The recent modifications
from this project to the western
wall were shallow (290 mm was
the deepest point). It is probable
the lower portions of the wall are
original.
In the eastern wall, Layer 2 was
probably deposited or at least partly
modified after 1902 when Grey and
Menzies Ltd began operation and,
given the uncertainties around the
original construction of this part of
the wall, Layer 2 may relate to the
earliest activity here, perhaps some
time in the early 20th century. The
deposits below Layer 2 provided no
markers of chronology or cultural
material other than a few undiagnostic brick fragments. The natural
layer was not exposed on the eastern wall, meaning there could be
archaeological deposits below the

depth reached during the recent work.
The wall did not have any banding of mortars or other clear indications of
repair phases, although repair is certain because of the modern refuse within the
walls. The lower parts of the wall are likely to remain intact.
Shell deposits
Despite the close proximity the recorded areas of shell midden (R11/2339), no
midden material were exposed during the investigation. The shelly deposits behind
the sea walls on the western wall are all natural beach shell. No concentrations
shell or charcoal were exposed behind the western wall.
Middens are likely to be subsurface and 2–3 m further south of the wall, like
those recorded and dated by Cable (2007). These may be damaged or destroyed
from wave damage, erosion, trampling, and roots of the pohutukawa lining the
beach front. Also worth noting is the natural sterile layer was not reached behind
either wall, so this work could not confidently rule out the possibility of intact
midden laying below the levels reached by the project.
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